Abstract

Evictionism is a compromise position between the pro-life and pro-choice positions on abortion. The former prohibits killing or removing the fetus from the womb apart from the mother's health considerations at any time during the pregnancy; the latter allows for both. Evictionism splits this particular “baby in half” by legally permitting the ejection of the pre-born baby at the mother’s discretion, but not killing this very young person. Given present medical technology, the fetus is viable in the third trimester, very rarely before that. Thus, evictionism resembles to the pro-life result at this stage of development of the fetus, in that the mother has the reject to eject or evict the fetus from her body, and the latter is viable outside of the womb. However, in the first two trimesters, the results of evictionism and the pro-choice position overlap: when evicted, the fetus will not survive. However, as medical technology improves, and the pre-born baby is viable outside of the womb earlier and earlier, evictionism will more and more come to resemble the pro-life position. However, evictionism will always, at any level of technology, remain separate from these two other more extremist positions. Evictionism is thus the moderate position between these two extreme perspectives. Block in a series of publications supports evictionism; Wisniewski rejects this theory. Grisillo castigates both for elements of their debate concerning improvement and the use of analogies. The present paper is a critique of this latter paper.
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private property rights to the controversy concerning abortion. My thought was that the unwanted fetus is in effect a trespasser. Therefore, the ordinary rules concerning such an eventuality should be applied. The property owner in question, the mother in this case, should be able to remove the law breaker from her premises. Should she also be entitled to kill the rights violator? Of course not, that would be murder!

Allow me, please, to quote Grisillo's summary of my side of this debate, since he does so far more succinctly than I have ever succeeded in doing. He states as follows:

"Block's theory of evictionism distinguishes the act of ejecting a fetus from a mother's womb from the act of ejecting a fetus from a mother's womb and then killing it. The former is evictionism, the latter is abortion."

What is Wisniewski's objection to this clearly correct analysis? To put this into my words in his behalf, he argues by analogy: Suppose that A drugs B, and then surreptitiously hides him on C's private airplane. The latter discovers this trespass only when he is 30,000 feet in the air. As in the case of the preborn baby occupying the mother's womb, B is entirely innocent. To "evict" him from the airplane at this time would send him to certain death. There are no parachutes available we may assume, and, in any case, the plane is now over the ocean and B cannot swim. Wisniewski maintains this analogy of his is an apt one. Further, that it would be totally and completely unjust for C to eject B from his plane. Given that, the pro-life viewpoint in the abortion controversy is sound: just as C may not legally jettison B from his aircraft, neither may the mother perpetrate the analogous act upon her progeny. C should be required by law to land B safely; ditto for the mother after a normal nine month's pregnancy.

In my view Wisniewski's perspective is flawed. The analogy is weak. If the mother kills her baby when she could have, only, evicted him she is a murderer. Thus, she has only the right to eject, not kill. Whereas, in sharp contrast, if we take seriously private property rights and the right of property owners to separate themselves from trespassers, C had every legal right to send B to his death via expulsion. Of course, there is a murderer in this scenario, too. But it is not C. Rather, it is A.

I also rejected Wisniewski's critique based upon a second disanalogy: A was a kidnapper. He worsened B's condition. One, by drug-raping him. That is a crime. Two, by placing him in an extremely dangerous environment. That is a second rights violation. In sharp contrast, the mother did no such thing. She merely became pregnant; that is of course not criminal behavior. Nor did she, assuming no abortion, place the baby in any danger. If anything, she improved the baby's position, vis a vis becoming pregnant, compared to what it otherwise would have been: non-existence.

Here is where Grisillo steps into this controversy. He objects to the latter claim:

"Block attacks Wisniewski's analogy by suggesting that a pregnant mother 'improves' the position of the fetus by giving it life, as opposed to a man (A) who does not improve his friend's (B) position by kidnapping him and placing him in an environment (C) without his consent. Block's main criticism of this analogy, on which much of his discourse with Wisniewski is predicated, is flawed, however."

Grisillo continues:

"Block does not explain how a mother can improve the welfare of a fetus simply by getting pregnant... Certainly, a mother helps to create the fetus in the first place. This may be an improvement to her life, but cannot be one to the fetus's, because the acts of creation and improvement are necessarily mutually exclusive... An improvement can only be made to something (or that something's welfare) after it has already been created... Block's
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2 An innocent one, to be sure, lacking any element of mens rea.
3 Unless otherwise indicated, all my references to Grisillo will be to this one article of his.
4 If I say so myself
5 This is possible given present medical technology in the third trimester.
6 The doctor who enabled her to do so would have aided and abetted her in this crime, and thus is also guilty of criminality.
7 We say nothing about the morality of such an action, since it would take us, unduly, away from the issue addressed in this paper.
8 I have inserted the (A), (B) and (C) into this quote.
position implies that a fetus somehow exists prior to its creation in the womb. How else can its creation within the womb be an improvement to its welfare? In fact, it cannot. It has no welfare before its creation. Rather, its welfare is established and perhaps apparent when it is created, but only after that moment can it then be improved."

I claim that I am herein having at least a verbal debate with Grisillo; many would characterize it as a mere verbal dispute, unworthy, perhaps, of taking place. We are only arguing about definitions after all, it might be contended. Perhaps an exception can be made to this general rule, given the importance of the abortion issue, both as a practical and a philosophical matter. Maybe it is of graver moment than that. My present debating partner also maintains that my position is even worse: "Unfortunately for Block, his error this time is not just one of semantics, but one of logic."

To wit, it is logically impossible, and a semantic mistake as well, if I may put words into his mouth, for something presently non-existent, to be "improved" by coming into existence or being made to come into existence. Perhaps there are counter examples. He who has Aladdin’s lamp at his beck and call can call into existence all sorts of things that heretofore did not exist. But can they be "improved" if they did not exist beforehand? This all depends upon the meaning of "improve."

Synonyms for this word include: "make better, better, ameliorate, upgrade, refine, enhance, boost, build on, help, raise, revamp, brush up, polish up, perk up, tweak."

Certainly, if something already exists, and flaws in it are reduced it has been "improved." But it is difficult to see why the thing, the object, the person, necessarily had to exist beforehand. Grisillo’s understanding of language, I contend, is rather rigid. Mine contemplates more grey areas. If his interpretation were correct, the following statement would not merely be false, they would be, literally, meaningless:

The Big Bang, which occurred billions of years ago, was an improvement.9

It is also an improvement if all potential people started out as disembodied souls, and only some of us became “embodied” thanks to our mothers getting pregnant with us. Is Grisillo prepared to deny this possibility? I, of course, cannot offer any evidence in favor of this hypothesis, but I think that the burden of proof rests with him to demonstrate not that it is not true, but that it is literally incoherent, silly, nonsense, meaningless, gibberish. There must be millions of religious people, all speakers of language, who would disagree.10

Moreover, language is continually changing. Sensitive people11 no longer use the “N word” to describe black people, the “C word” for women, the “K word” describing Jews, the “O word” to indicate Asians. Not too many years ago if you told people to “google that” they would not have had the slightest idea of what you were talking about. Ditto for “mouse,” “Facebook,” “tweet,” “motherboard” and hundreds of others related to the “Internet.” It appears it is no longer appropriate, at least in certain quarters, to use the phrase “colored people”; instead, “people of color” is accepted by the cognoscenti; and this despite the continued existence of the National Association of Colored People. Ditto for “Negro,” even given the continued thriving of the United Negro College Fund.

This being the case with language flexibility, is it really such a stretch to contemplate the meaningfulness of people improving their lot by being conceived? I go further. This is not really a stretch of language at all. Ordinary language speakers can certainly understand the concept of an entity’s being improved by being called into existence. For religious people, God created human beings. Where were the latter before this miraculous event took place? Nowhere, that is where. Then, thanks to God’s act, Adam and then Eve were created. If this is not an “improvement” in their situation, then nothing is. Surely all religious people would acquiesce in that contention. Thus, this claim could hardly be
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9 My knowledge of physics is woefully inadequate. I am assuming, arguendo, that before this event literally nothing existed.

10 See for example Wood 2020.

11 That is, politically correct wokesters.
meaningless, as Grisillo is contending. As to whether or not it is false, that is an entirely different question, whose truth is beyond the ken of the present essay.

Consider, now a not unrelated issue brought up by Rothbard (1982, pp. 100, 103):

“We must therefore state that, even from birth, the parental ownership is not absolute but of a ‘trustee’ or guardianship kind. In short, every baby, as soon as he is born and is therefore no longer contained within his mother’s body, possesses the right of self-ownership by virtue of being a separate entity and a potential adult. It must therefore be illegal and a violation of the child’s rights for a parent to aggress against his person by mutilating, torturing, murdering him, etc.….But when are we to say that this parental trustee jurisdiction over children shall come to an end? Surely, any particular age (21, 18, or whatever) can only be completely arbitrary. The clue to the solution of this thorny question lies in the parental property rights in their home. For the child has his full rights of self-ownership when he demonstrates that he has them in nature—in short, when he leaves or ‘runs away’ from home.”

Not so fast. I fear that only a person who has never had children of his own, particularly sons, could write this. My own son, at around age three, was continually “running away from home.” He was not, God forbid, abused in any way. He was just adventurous. As soon as his little baby legs could carry him, he was off. He was “away” as the British would say. Presumably, there were greener pastures out there, somewhere, anywhere, and he was intent upon experiencing them. My wife and I should have allowed him to launch himself forth upon an unsuspecting world? Of course not. He was a baby. He didn’t know what was in his best interest: staying right at home under our loving care, trusteeship, guardianship. Yet it cannot be denied, there is core of truth in Rothbard’s claim. Children, particularly those at least a little bit older who are not abused still have the right to leave the parental home and take up with other parents who are willing to do so, or, to set up housekeeping on their own. Child athletes, actors, performers, can earn enough wherewithal so as to become financially independent. Any legal age of departure can be nothing but arbitrary. However, in a civilized order, there would be some, well, order, placed upon children leaving the homes of their parents; again, we are assuming not even a scintilla of abuse; not even any moderate well-deserved spankings. How, then, should this work? The courts must step in. If and only when a legitimate judge gives his approval of a child’s departure from the parental home, then and only then would the right of the child to “run away” be allowed. Presumably, no such authorization would have been granted to my son, certainly not when he was three years old and totally helpless.
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